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New construction method:
Application of lost shattering and filling material
using non-autoclave aerated nanocrete and light gauge steel (LGS) framing.
1.0 BACKGROUND OF THE INNOVATION
At present time the light steel frame construction is recognised worldwide as one an advanced
construction system reducing the building period and material costs.
The disadvantages related to use of light steel frames for construction are in association with other
materials typically used in the final structures and result in poor fire performance, including potential
structural weakening at high temperature, low acoustic proofing and higher costs of thermic
insulation due to multi-layer materials requirements.
The core of the innovative ECOCON Construction System is related to the combination and
application of non-autoclave aerated lightweight concrete (nanocrete) as the single monolithic
material to the building steel frame; resulting into a new, affordable, unique and practically tested
construction model. The light steel profiles used this way constitute the bone structure reinforcing
even further the lightweight cellular concrete building walls envelope.
Maintaining all the benefits and advantages of light steel frame construction system (low construction
time, low cost) the new model adds such additional benefits as low cost, high thermo-insulation
properties, long period durability, high structural strength, intense fire resistance and high acoustic
proofing.
Many market surveys found that the main buyer’s motivation not to go for light steel frame housing,
is what is referred to as the “empty wall” effect, not only for its acoustic flaws, but its perception as a
“knock-through” main wall. Our developed usage of light concrete provides property developers with
a low cost new opportunity to secure their buyers looking for “strong concrete walls” and tap new
market segments.
The new system generates a direct financial impact since avoiding the use of expensive cementfibre, calcium-silicate or wooden boards, used for siding; low cost aerated light concrete panels
playing both the role of siding panels, lost shattering and structural material.
ECOCON Group did carry out a substantial work with regards to engineering calculations, practical
construction approach and complete application of the new construction model.
The implemented construction projects generated practical results and have confirmed all the initial
model calculations and expectations and obtained positive response from industry specialists,
experts and potential customers.
Photo 1 shows the first system implementation experimental building, built in 2010.
Photo 1: Gatehouse
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The new system can be used for mass construction of private, civil and industrial buildings with
height up to three levels (floors), without use of additional reinforcing structure. It can also be used
in high-rise buildings construction in combination with dense concrete structure; for non-bearing
items like separation walls, outside walls, and other similar purposes.
Creators of the system consider that it will have a wide range of applications and will be in high
demand among consultancies and construction companies, which already work in the segment of
light steel frame construction.
2.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The core element of the new system is with the creation of a bearing structure (walls, slabs and
other building elements) by the use of customized light steel galvanized profiles frame (0.8 – 2 mm
thickness), which is then “clustered” inside monolithic lightweight cellular concrete walls (nonautoclave nanocrete).
The specs and design of the light steel frame makes it to project, the steel frame is carrying out the
bearing role alone and calculated for bearing all spectre of loads, which appear during the building
life. Creation of nanocrete structure alongside with steel frame (when steel frame is completely
inside the structure) improves the strength and rigidity of the building, increases steel frame
durability, adds many advantages.
Nanocrete block-panels (see Drawing 1 below) are fixed to the assembled light steel frame with
screws from both sides. The block-panels can be made in width or dry density (from 300 to 600
kg/m3) to fit general building requirements (thermo insulation, acoustic proofing, etc.). Vertical and
horizontal lines of block-panels connection are rapidly filled with special adhesive for making
connection hermetic and prevent any potential thermic bridges. The gap between inside and
outside block-panels is then filled with the same lightweight cellular concrete, with typical dry
density in the 200 – 400 kg/m3 range (higher if required) after expansion and curing.
ECOCON Nanocrete, being non-autoclave aerated lightweight cellular concrete has the unique
capacity to be produced as dry mix and delivered and mixed with water on construction location.
The resulting mix is then simply pumped to place in heavy liquid form, in the same then any other
semi-liquid concrete, to fill the space in between the panels. It fills the space penetrating into all
small gaps, cracks. Over 45 to 60 minutes expands in volume by 2 to 3 times (depending on mix's
target dry density), resulting in the light cellular concrete mass required.
Nanocrete block-panels are produced at factory and delivered to construction location after cutting
them out from blocks with specified required dimensions.
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Drawing 1: Section view of the
construction built with light steel
frame and ECOCON nanocrete
application.
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In order to give outside walls the necessary hardness and resistance, the panels are covered with a
reinforcing lay, providing also for finishing.
3.0 APPLICABLE MATERIALS
3.1 ECOCON nanocrete
ECOCON nanocrete, used for making block-panels and internal filling, is a unique lightweight cellular
concrete construction material, which allows for practical construction implementation of the new system.
At this point in time, industrial production of non-autoclave nanocrete is made from ECOCON Industries
L.L.C. plant in the United Arab Emirates. The material and its successive improvements did pass through
complete government testing and certification procedures and got certified for commercial production
under the ECOCON brand.
When ECOCON nanocrete is poured into the support structure made of nanocrete panels, reinforced with
light steel profiles, it expands and fills the space homogeneously and at the end provides for equal dry
density, strength and properties throughout; naturally integrating itself at the micro level with the panels
material of same nature, resulting into a dead weight reduced, monolithic and uniform concrete
construction.
Photo 2 (below) shows the self-rising cellular concrete (1) in the inner-space between the fixed light steel
profiles (2) and the affixed cellular concrete panels (3).
Photo 2: Filling the space between panels. The
moment when cellular concrete is self-expanding.
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Building structures erected using non-autoclave nanocrete get the benefits from the following product
properties:
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Low thermal conductivity (not more than 0.11 w/(mK) at 400 kg/m3 density)
High sound-proof/acoustic property (40 dB)
High compressive strength (up to 3.5 N/mm2 at 600 kg/m3)
High fire resistance
Can be easily sawed, nailed, drilled with common tools
Does not include any active material (like lime) and is completely neutral (does not react with
water, air)
! The tested durability is more than 50 years (summer-winter cycles).
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3.2 Block-panels
Non-autoclave lightweight cellular concrete large blocks are cut into panels of appropriate required
dimensions for delivery to building sites (Photos 2 and 3 below).

Photo 2. Production of
ECOCON nanocrete panels

Photo 3. Ready-made
ECOCON nanocrete panels at
building site (Dubai , UAE)
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Average specifications of ECOCON panels:
Table 1: Nanocrete block-panels
Length
Width
Height
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)

Dry Density
(kg/m3)

Strength
(MPa)

1,190
1,190
1,190

400
500
600

1.5
2.2
3.5

49
29
99

590
590
590

3.3 Lightweight steel frame elements
Lightweight steel material, well known and widely used in the construction industry worldwide, is used for
setting-up the shape and structural base of the building.
Dimensions and thickness of galvanised steel profiles are calculated in accordance with each project
specifications.
Lightweight steel profiles frame, as assembled and shown in Photos 4 & 5 hereunder, before and after
fixing the nanocrete panels.
Photo 4. The lightweight steel frame during
building construction (Dubai, UAE)

Photo 5. The
lightweight steel
frame
with
nanocrete
panels
during
building
construction
(Dubai, UAE)
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Galvanized profile manufacturers state of open-air 100 years material life duration for their products. Given
that with our new building system, the steel structure ends up embedded inside the lightweight concrete,
without exposure to outside air and moisture, the lifetime of the steel frame can only be substantially
extended.
3.4 Outside Reinforcing Multi-lay
Typically, with our system, the external finishing will be in the form of an adhesive-based reinforcing
compound applied on a fibreglass mesh as support.
A decorative plaster will cover the compound. Such external finishing provides protection from mechanical
impacts and a nice finish. Photo 5 hereunder shows a magnified view of such external finishing and
illustrate (1) the reinforcing adhesive, (2) the fiberglass mesh, and (3) decorative plaster.
The finishing lay can be replaced with any cladding, siding or any other finishing variant which will provide
the protection of nanocrete from direct mechanical impacts.
Photo 5: Sample of multilayer external finishing.
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4.0 SEQUENCE OF APPLICATION OF THE NEW SYSTEM
4.1 Construction of walls
4.1.1

Cleaning the surface
of the foundation
concrete.

4.1.2

Preparation of tools
and equipment

4.1.3

Assembling of the
frame with light gauge
steel profiles in
accordance with
description manual

4.1.4

Fixing of gasbeton
panels to steel profiles
with fixing screws

4.1.5

Filling gaps and
closing connections
hermetically with
adhesive
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4.1.6

In addition to being
fixed to steel profiles
with screws, panels
are joined together
with adhesive,
providing hermetic
connection

4.1.7

Panels should be
carefully levelled after
fixing

4.1.8

Any part of panel can
be easily cut and
adjusted on-site with
ordinary saw

4.2 Filling of walls with ECOCON Nanocrete
4.2.1

Gasbeton is mixed
with water in mixer and
pumped into the space
in between of inside
and outside panels.
After expansion and
drying of gasbeton
new portion of
gasbeton is poured on
top until the gasbeton
fills the inside wall
volume completely
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4.3 Construction of horizontal slabs
4.3.1

Fixing of block-panels
to horizontal elements
of steel frame with
screws. All gaps and
connections again
should be filled with
adhesives

4.3.2

Fixed panels should
temporarily be
supported with bars.

4.3.3

Reinforcing steel mesh
is put on top of
horizontal panels

4.3.4

10-15 cm gasbeton lay
is casted on top block
panels and steel mesh

43.5

Gasbeton is pumped
on top and is levelled
to the steel edge after
expansion

